This paper aims to numerically assess the effects of electrolyte properties and electrode morphology on the capacitance of electric double layer capacitors (EDLCs) made of mesoporous electrodes consisting of ordered cylindrical pores in non-aqueous electrolytes. Simulations solved a three-dimensional modified Poisson-Boltzmann model. They accounted for the finite size of ions and field-dependent electrolyte permittivity while the pores were perpendicular to the current collector. The effects of pore radius, porosity, effective ion diameter, and electrolyte field-dependent permittivity on the diffuse layer gravimetric capacitance were investigated systematically in order to determine key parameters affecting EDLCs' performance. The simulations showed that reducing the ion effective diameter and the pore radius resulted in the strongest increase in diffuse layer gravimetric capacitance up to a critical radius below which the capacitance reaches a plateau. Increasing the electrode porosity also increased the diffuse layer gravimetric capacitance. Accounting for more realistic field-dependent permittivity was found to significantly reduce the predicted diffuse layer gravimetric capacitance. Finally, accounting for the contribution of the Stern layer to the total capacitance was essential in predicting experimental data for a wide range of porous activated carbon electrodes and non-aqueous electrolytes. Supercapacitors or electric double layer capacitors (EDLCs) are energy storage devices that store electric charge in the electric double layer forming at an electrode-electrolyte interface.
Supercapacitors or electric double layer capacitors (EDLCs) are energy storage devices that store electric charge in the electric double layer forming at an electrode-electrolyte interface. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Typical commercial EDLCs use carbon electrodes featuring large surface area [1] [2] [3] [4] and resulting in devices with large gravimetric and volumetric capacitances. This gives EDLCs very large energy density compared to conventional capacitors but not as large as that of rechargeable batteries. [1] [2] [3] [4] The operational voltage of a single electric double layer capacitor is limited by the breakdown potential of the electrolyte, which is about 1 V for aqueous electrolytes and less than 3 V for organic electrolytes. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] EDLCs store charge physically and therefore do not experience any major change in material microstructure and composition during charging/discharging. By contrast, batteries store energy chemically which involves changes in the electrode material structure between its charged and discharged states. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Therefore, unlike batteries, EDLCs have an essentially unlimited charge/discharge cycle life. In addition, EDLCs can be charged and discharged within a few seconds compared with minutes or hours for batteries. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Thus, EDLCs have larger power density than batteries. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] These properties make EDLCs a very attractive option as energy storage devices in a variety of applications ranging from wireless communications to regenerative braking systems in hybrid electric vehicles. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] However, the energy density of EDLCs needs to increase to make them competitive with batteries.
An accurate and rigorous numerical tool would be very useful in systematically identifying (i) the physical phenomena controlling the behavior of EDLCs and (ii) the design parameters affecting their performance. It should account for the most significant physical phenomena. It should also be validated against experimental measurements. It can then serve as a powerful tool to guide the experimental fabrication of nanostructured electrodes with the desired performance. This paper presents numerical simulations of charge storage in electric double layer capacitors. The goal is to identify the main physical phenomena responsible for EDLC performance including the effects of electrode morphology and electrolyte properties. It is then used to predict experimental data reported in the literature for EDLCs with a wide range of electrode morphologies and non-aqueous electrolytes.
Background
Analytical models.-Gouy-Chapman model.-The classical theory of electrokinetics dates back to the late 19th century. 8 Helmholtz 8 proposed a double layer model consisting of a simple separation of charges at an electrode/electrolyte interface similar to a conventional parallel-plate capacitor. One plate is the actual electrode separated from an imaginary plate by an electrolyte layer called the Helmholtz layer of thickness d H . 9 The Helmholtz model predicts the specific area capacitance (in F/m 2 ) of the system to be C H ¼ e r e 0 /d H where e r is the dielectric constant of the electrolyte and e 0 is the permittivity of free space. Here, C H is independent of surface potential and electrolyte concentration. 9 However, this was not observed experimentally. 10 The Helmholtz model was modified by Gouy 11 and Chapman 12 with the consideration that the ion concentration should be continuous in the electrolyte solution. In fact, ions are driven by electrostatic forces coupled with random thermal agitation. 13 This results in the so-called diffuse layer. The Gouy-Chapman model includes the effects of both the electrode potential and the bulk ionic concentration on the local ionic concentration and potential field in the electrolyte. It uses the Boltzmann distribution function to describe the local ion concentration field within the electrolyte. 8 Chapman 12 derived and solved the steady-state Poisson-Boltzmann equation to predict electric potential in the diffuse layer. However, even for very dilute solutions, this theory predicts unrealistically large ion concentrations for surface potentials of just a fraction of 1 V. This can be attributed to the fact that the ions are assumed to be point charges while, in reality, they have a finite size. 13 Moreover, in practice the surface potential in EDLCs is in the order of a few volts depending on the electrolyte solution. Therefore, this theory cannot be used to model actual EDLCs with a typical surface potential of 1 V and bulk electrolyte concentration of 1 mol/l.
Stern model.-Stern 14 proposed an electric double layer model accounting for the size and the specific (covalent) adsorption of ions. The author combined the Helmholtz and Gouy-Chapman models to explicitly describe the ion concentration in two distinct regions namely: (1) the inner region near the electrode called the Stern layer and (2) the outer region called the diffuse layer.
14 Grahame 15 improved Stern's model by considering that in the Stern layer, adsorption of anions and cations at the electrode surface lead to different double layer thicknesses. 10 The model developed by Stern 14 and Grahame 15 is usually referred to as the Stern model. 16 The Stern layer consists of ions adsorbed by specific (also called covalent) forces and non-specific (or electrostatic) forces. The inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) and outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) 10 are used to distinguish the locations of these two types of adsorbed ions. It should be noted that there is no electroneutrality within the electric double layer.
Effects of finite ion size (steric effects).-The dilute-solution theories assume point size ions in a mean-field or continuum approximation. 17 However, they break down when the ion concentration increases and effects such as steric repulsion and many-body electrostatic correlation become significant. 18 Many attempts have been made in the literature to account for the steric effects in the electrolyte solution. [17] [18] [19] Among the various Modified Poisson-Boltzmann (MPB) theories, the continuum models based on the local-density and mean-field approximations are arguably the most convenient both mathematically and numerically. 18 The reader is referred to the review by Bazant et al. 18 for a more in-depth description of the different MPB theories. Here, a particular MPB theory based on the Bikerman-Freise formula 18 was used to model EDLCs. This MPB model is one of the oldest and simplest MPB models as well as analytically tractable under certain assumptions.
Electrode materials.-Most commercial EDLCs are made of carbon electrodes including activated carbon, [20] [21] [22] carbon nanotubes, [22] [23] [24] [25] templated carbons, 1, 26 and carbon aerogels. 27, 28 Carbon materials are attractive for electrodes due to their versatility, easy processability, non-toxicity, high chemical stability, low density, good electrical conductivity, high surface area, and relatively low cost. 2, 3, 7 The design of electrodes using carbon materials requires 2, 3, 7 (i) high specific surface area to ensure high capacitance, (ii) appropriate pore-size and pore distribution to permit easy access of ions in the electrolyte to the electrode surface, and (iii) small electrical resistance. In addition, nanostructured porous materials provide great potential as electrode materials for achieving EDLCs with large energy density. Indeed, these materials have much larger surface area per unit volume than traditional macroporous materials. Furthermore, advances in nanotechnologies have made the synthesis of mesoporous materials possible with controlled morphology using repeatable and inexpensive synthesis routes. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] However, the optimum morphological parameters resulting in maximum EDLC performance remain to be identified.
Electrolyte.-The performance of electric double layer capacitors also strongly depends on the electrolyte. The operating potential of EDLCs is determined by the electrochemical stability window (or potential) of the electrolyte. 5, 10 Above that potential, electrolysis of the electrolyte occurs resulting in system failure and destruction. 10 Both the energy and power densities of EDLCs increase with increasing operating voltage. Thus, electrolytes with high electrochemical operational window for electrolytes are desirable.
5,10
Two frequently used aqueous electrolytes are KOH and H 2 SO 4 . Both of them have high electrical conductivity resulting in lower device impedance and faster response time. 5 However, the maximum operating potential of aqueous electrolyte solutions is typically restricted to 1 V due to water's electrochemical stability window of 1.23 V. [4] [5] [6] Moreover, higher voltage in EDLCs can be achieved by using organic electrolytes which can typically operate at electrode potential larger than 2 V. 4, 6 Organic electrolytes used in commercial EDLCs generally consist of 1 M triethylmethylammonium tetrafluoroborate (TEMA-BF 4 ) in acetonitrile (AN) or propylene carbonate (PC). However, major issues remain associated with the use of organic electrolytes including their (i) high cost, (ii) low electrical conductivity compared with aqueous electrolytes, (iii) low dielectric constant leading to smaller capacitance, as well as (iv) safety concerns due to the flammability and toxicity of their organic solvents. 4 Simulations of EDLCs.-The models discussed previously have been used extensively for simulating EDLCs despite their inherent limitations. Huang et al. [36] [37] [38] used the Helmholtz model to predict the specific area capacitance of EDLCs based on single spherical and cylindrical electrode carbon particles as well as single cylindrical pore. They predicted that the capacitance per unit surface area (or specific area capacitance) of spherical and cylindrical electrode particles decreases with increasing electrode diameter larger than 2 nm. However, it increases with pore diameter for electrodes with cylindrical pores. Their model also predicted the "anomalous" increase of specific area capacitance for pore diameter less than 2 nm as observed experimentally in Ref. 39 . However, the electrolyte permittivity was used as an empirical parameter to match the theoretical specific area capacitance with experimental data. [36] [37] [38] Henstridge et al. 40 predicted the capacitance of EDLCs with electrodes made of carbon nanotubes by simulating one cylindrical nanoelectrode particle. The authors solved the Gouy-Chapman model numerically in one-dimensional radial coordinate system. The electrode radius ranging from 0.32 to 50 nm, the surface electric potential w s was less than 0.25 V, while the aqueous electrolyte concentration c 1 was less than 0.01 mol/l. Their model predicted significant increase in double layer capacitance for electrode radius less than 20 nm. However, this model cannot be used for actual EDLCs where the typical electrolyte concentration is about 1 mol/l and steric effects become significant (Effects of finite ion size section).
Huang et al. 41 used the Stern model to investigate the effects of the shape and geometry of a single nanopore on the specific area capacitance of EDLCs. They explored two-dimensional "slit" and cylindrical pores with width and diameter ranging from 2 to 16 nm. The dielectric permittivity e r ¼ 9.73 was imposed empirically in the Stern layer based on the value previously fitted in Refs. 36 and 37. The electrolyte concentration was c 1 ¼ 1.0 mol/l and the electrode surface potential was w s ¼ 1 V. However, the Gouy-Chapman-Stern model breaks down for such concentration and potential since ions can no longer be treated as point-charges as demonstrated in Ref. 42 .
The above mentioned simulations of EDLCs suffered from several limitations. First, the Gouy-Chapman and Stern models do not account for the finite ion size and thus are not valid for actual EDLCs with concentration larger than 1 mol/l. Second, the above simulations only focused on one-or two-dimensional electrode geometry. Thus, these studies were not adequate to facilitate the design of three-dimensional mesoporous electrodes to enhance the energy density of EDLCs. Third, the electrolyte dielectric permittivity was assumed to be constant and sometimes was treated as a fitting parameter. However, the relative permittivity e r of polar electrolytes is known to significantly decrease as the electric field increases due to the high orientation of individual electrolyte molecules. 43, 44 Recently, Wang et al. 45 solved the MPB model combined with Booth model to predict the specific area capacitance of closelypacked monodispersed sphere arrays with SC, BCC, and FCC packing morphologies having respective porosity of 52, 68, and 74% and various sphere diameters. The electrolyte solution was TEA-BF 4 in PC at 1 mol/l with effective ion diameter of 0.68 nm. The numerical results established that the diffuse layer specific area capacitance of the sphere arrays significantly decreased when the field-dependent electrolyte permittivity was accounted for 45 . In addition, the authors also demonstrated that the SC packing features the largest diffuse layer specific area capacitance due to its largest electrolyte volume fraction while FCC had the lowest. Moreover, the predicted total specific area capacitance was in good agreement with the experimental data for EDLC with FCC arrangement of monodisperse mesoporous spheres 40 nm in diameter and non-aqueous TEA-BF 4 electrolyte solution reported in Ref. 46 .
The goal of the present study is to systematically investigate the effect of electrode morphology and electrolyte properties on the capacitance of EDLCs. Here, EDLCs with three-dimensional electrodes consisting of ordered cylindrical pores were simulated. Parameters of particular interest included the pore radius, the electrode porosity, the electrolyte effective ion diameter and relative permittivity. Finally, numerical predictions for the total gravimetric capacitance were compared with experimental data reported in the literature. The present study differs from our previous one 45 in the electrode morphology and the range of porosity, effective ion diameter, and dielectric constant parameters explored along with the use of experimental data for a wide range of electrode morphologies and different electrolytes.
21,47,48

Analysis
Simulated configurations.-The idealized electrode morphology chosen for this study consisted of mesoporous films with highly-ordered cylindrical pores. Such electrodes can be synthesized using a templating process with appropriate precursors. 49 Figure 1a shows the schematic of the simulated EDLC electrode consisting of identical cylindrical pores with axes perpendicular to the planar current collectors. The cylindrical pores of identical radius r were arranged in a simple cubic lattice. The axes of adjacent pores were separated by a distance 2fr where f is a geometric parameter while the corresponding electrode porosity is given by / ¼ p=4f 2 . Since the porosity of the experimental samples was not specified, the porosity was set to be constant and the radius of the cylindrical pores was varied from 0.5 to 10 nm. Here, the porosity was specified to be / ¼ 0:55 for all simulations, unless otherwise mentioned, by maintaining the geometric parameter f ¼ 1.2. This value of porosity was chosen because it ensured that, for the range of pore radius considered, the simulated nanostructures had specific surface area ranging from 100 to 2,300 m 2 /g similar to that of experimental data reported in the literature. 21, 47 Note that mesoporous and microporous carbon electrodes with porosity / ranging from 0.5 to 0.8 have been reported. 50 All cylindrical pores ran through the entire electrode thickness taken as t ¼ 30 nm. The thickness of the electrolyte region separating anode and cathode was assumed to be 140 nm. Further increasing these values by a factor of two was found to have no effect on the predicted specific area capacitance (in F/cm 2 ). Only the regions of the device occupied by the electrolyte solution was considered in the computational domain. In other words, the electrode and current collector were considered only so far as defining the electrode/electrolyte interface. Exploiting the anti-symmetry of the potential also allowed modeling of only half of the full unit cell. Here, we chose to model the anode. Additional symmetries within one half of the domain made it possible to analyze only one-eighth of the full unit cell as illustrated in Fig. 1b .
Assumptions.-To make the problem mathematically tractable, the following assumptions were made:
(1) The electrode material was a perfect conductor. Thus, the potential at the anode surface was uniform and equal to þw s . (2) The anions and cations had the same effective diameter denoted by a. (3) The anions had a valency of Àz and the cations had a valency of þz. Indeed, the electrolytes considered (AN and PC) were binary and symmetric. (4) The temperature T was uniform and equal to 298 K throughout the domain. (5) Advection of the electrolyte was assumed to be negligible. (6) The permittivity of the electrolyte was isotropic. (7) The continuum theory was assumed to be valid for all cases. Its validity has been examined in the literature [51] [52] [53] [54] and is typically accepted when the pore diameter is larger than 3-5 nm. [51] [52] [53] [54] Governing equations. 19 It represents the ratio of the total bulk ion concentration to the maximum ion concentra-
3 ), assuming a simple cubic ion packing. 19 Therefore, m should not be larger than unity for the model to be physically acceptable. 18 As a result, the ion concentration given by Eq. 2 should not exceed the maximum concentration c max . 55 Combining Eqs. 1 and 2 yields the modified Poisson-Boltzmann (MPB) model expressed as 17 r Á ðe 0 e r rwÞ ¼ zeN A c 1
From here on, the term MPB will refer to Eq. 3. Note that, in the limiting case of point charge ions (a ¼ m ¼ 0), the modified Boltzmann distribution (Eq. 2) reduces to the original Boltzmann distribution and the MPB model (Eq. 3) reduces to the PoissonBoltzmann model. 56 Boundary conditions.-The potential at all anode/electrolyte interfaces was specified and equal to w s . This potential was representative of actual experiments reported in the literature. 21, 47 The potential at the plane of symmetry between the anode and cathode was imposed to be zero. Symmetry boundary conditions were imposed on all other boundaries.
Constitutive relationships.- Table I summarizes the electrolyte material properties and associated potential w s used in the numerical simulations presented in this paper. The material properties were chosen so that they closely match the experimental conditions reported in the literature, 21, 47 subject to the assumptions of the MPB model. Two non-aqueous electrolytes were considered for the simulations, namely TEMA-BF 4 in propylene carbonate (PC) and TEA-BF 4 in acetonitrile (AN). Both electrolytes are binary and symmetric with z ¼ 1. 47 Moreover, the relative permittivity e r significantly decreases at large electric fields (E ! 10 7 V/m) due to solvent polarization. 57 Here, the Booth model was used to account for the field-dependent permittivity of an isotropic electrolyte given by 43, 44 e r ðEÞ ¼ n 2 þ e r ð0Þ À n where E ¼ Àrw j j is the norm of the electric field vector, e r (0) is the relative permittivity of the solvent at zero electric field, n is the index of refraction of the solvent. The coefficient b was expressed as
where is the dipole moment of the solvent molecule. For AN, Eq. 5 predicts b ¼ 30.15 nm/V using the properties given in Table I . In addition, Wang et al. 45 determined the value of b for PC to be 13.14 nm/V by least-square fitting the molecular dynamics simulation results reported in Ref. 58 . In fact, results of molecular dynamics simulations for different electrolytes 58, 59 have verified that the Booth model accurately predicts the electrolyte permittivity for high electric fields up to 4 V/nm typically encountered in EDLCs. 58 Thus, the MPB model combined with the Booth model appears to be a more accurate and physically sound approach to simulate EDLCs under actual operating conditions.
The MPB model used assumes that both the cation and anion have the same effective ion diameter a. However, determining its value is not trivial, and in many cases it is considered to be a fitting parameter. 18 The non-solvated diameters of the TEMA þ cation and BF respectively. When the electrolyte concentration increases, the dissolved electrolyte ions are less solvated and their effective diameter decreases. 46, 61 Considering the fact that the solubility of TEMA-BF 4 in PC is about 2 mol/l at room temperature, 62 the effective ion diameter for the non-aqueous TEMA-BF 4 electrolyte was assumed to be slightly larger than the non-solvated diameter and equal to 0.7 nm at c 1 ¼ 1 mol/l. The non-solvated diameter of the TEA þ cation was reported to be 0.686 nm. 63 Considering that the maximum solubility of TEA-BF 4 in AN is about 1.5 mol/l at room temperature, 64 the effective ion diameter for the nonaqueous TEA-BF 4 electrolyte was assumed to be equal to 0.69 nm at c 1 ¼ 1 mol/l. Data processing.-To assess the performance of the EDLCs simulated, the total charge stored at an electrode due to the diffuse layer capacitance, denoted by Q, was calculated by integrating the surface charge density over the electrode/electrolyte interface of surface area A, i.e., 13 Q ¼ ð A e r e 0 ðn Á rwÞdA [6] where n is the outward unit normal vector at the electrode/electrolyte interface. In addition, the diffuse layer specific area capacitance of a single electrode denoted by
where w s is the potential drop across one half of the simulated EDLCs. Moreover, when the Stern layer specific area capacitance C St s is also accounted for, it is treated in series with the diffuse layer capacitance C D s to give the total specific area capacitance, C s as 1
Finally, the diffuse layer and total gravimetric capacitances C D g and C g (in F/g) are defined as
where the specific surface area denoted by A sp (expressed in m 2 /g) is defined as the ratio of the surface area and the mass of the electrode. For the simulated geometry shown in Fig. 1 , it simplifies to
where q eff is the effective density of the electrode given by q eff ¼ q c 1 À / ð Þ where / is the electrode porosity and q c is the bulk density of graphite equal to 2.2 g/cm 3 .
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Method of solution.-The MPB model (Eq. 3) was implemented in the finite element package COMSOL 3.5a along with the associated boundary conditions and constitutive relationships. The equations were solved using the PARDISO solver. The simulations were run on a Dell Precision 690 workstation with two 2.66 GHz QuadCore Intel Xeon CPUs and 40 GB of RAM. In order to validate the proper implementation of the governing equations, the numerical results were compared with those reported by Kilic et al. 17 for a planar EDLC. Good agreement was found in all the cases considered.
Numerical convergence studies were performed to obtain the optimum mesh refinement for all the models considered. Tetrahedral quadratic Lagrange elements were used in all the meshes generated. Mesh refinement was required near the electrode surface where the potential drop was significant. Therefore, the meshing procedure consisted of specifying a maximum element size of 10 nm for the entire domain and another maximum element size of 0.3 nm for the electrode surface boundaries with a specified element growth rate of 1.05. The convergence criterion was chosen such that the maximum relative difference in the total charge stored, Q, was less than 1% when decreasing the maximum element size for the electrode surface boundaries by a factor of 0.8. The degrees of freedom (DOF) for the meshes varied between 7000 and 200,000 depending on the pore radius.
Results and Discussion
The following subsections discuss the effects of the pore radius, field-dependent electrolyte permittivity, electrode porosity, effective ion diameter, and electrolyte properties on the diffuse layer capacitance of the idealized EDLC configuration described in the previous section. Finally, comparisons between predicted total gravimetric capacitance and experimental results reported in the literature 21, 47 are also presented. The bulk molar concentration of the non-aqueous electrolyte (PC or AN) in all simulations was assumed to be 21 when measuring the capacitance of different carbon material EDLCs. The authors concluded that using extremely high surface area carbon electrodes for EDLCs may be "unprofitable." 21 They suggested that this limitation was caused by the space constriction for charge accommodation within the pore walls 21 whose thickness decreases as the specific surface area increases. For a critical surface area, the pore wall thickness becomes similar to the screening length of the electric field. Then, the pore wall cannot accommodate the same amount of charge, resulting in the observed saturation of the gravimetric capacitance. 21 However, the numerical results reported in Fig. 2 ignored the wall thickness and properties of the electrode material since only the electrolyte region of the EDLC was simulated. Therefore, the trend observed in Fig. 2 can be explained by the fact that, as the pores become smaller, the electrode surfaces surrounding the pores at potential w s get closer thereby reducing the electric field developing within the pores. This, in turn, reduces the charge stored at the electrode surface as defined by Eq. 6. This interpretation was also established by Wang et al. 45 who computed the electric field near the surface in mesoporous electrodes consisting of closely packed spheres. Table I. 65,66 Figure 2 shows that C D g was systematically smaller when accounting for field-dependent permittivity compared with constant permittivity e r ¼ 64.4. This was attributed to the reduction in dielectric constant caused by the large electric field encountered near the electrode surface. Both cases showed the same general trend where C D g increased almost linearly with A sp and then reached a plateau beyond a critical value of specific surface area. In addition, the slope of the linear part of the curve was smaller for the fielddependent permittivity compared with constant permittivity. Also, the plateau was reached for a larger specific surface area around 1200 m 2 /g instead of 400 m 2 /g, as previously discussed. Note that Barbieri et al. 21 observed, experimentally, a critical surface area around 1200 m 2 /g albeit for TEA-BF 4 in AN.
Effect of
Effect of porosity.-To investigate the effect of porosity / on the diffuse layer gravimetric capacitance C D g , the electrode porosity / was set arbitrarily at 0.65, 0.55, and 0.35, corresponding to geometric parameter f ¼ 1.1, 1.2, and 1.5, respectively. For all values of /, the radius of the cylindrical pores ranged from 0.5 to 10 nm. The non-aqueous TEMA-BF 4 in PC electrolyte was considered using the MPB model assuming a ¼ 0.7 nm and field-dependent permittivity e r (E) given by Eq. 4 and parameters summarized in Table I . Figure 3a shows the predicted diffuse layer gravimetric capacitance C D g as a function of specific surface area A sp for the three different values of / considered. The trend was similar to those shown in Fig. 2 for all porosity values. It is evident that C D g for small values of A sp was nearly the same regardless of porosity. In addition, its maximum value increased with increasing electrode porosity. The critical specific surface area beyond which C D g reaches a plateau increased as porosity increased but corresponds to the same pore size r ¼ 1 nm for all three porosities considered. This is due to the fact that, for a given pore radius r, A sp is linearly proportional to / and the diffuse layer specific area capacitance C Effect of ion size.-Here, three different values of effective ion diameter were considered, namely a ¼ 0.5, 0.7, and 0.93 nm. The upper limit for the effective ion diameter was based on the constraint that the packing parameter m cannot exceed 1.0. 19 For all simulations, the porosity was kept constant and equal to / ¼ 0:55. The non-aqueous TEMA-BF 4 in PC electrolyte with field-dependent permittivity was considered. Figure 4 shows the diffuse layer gravimetric capacitance C D g versus specific surface area A sp for each value of the effective ion diameter. It indicates that C D g increased significantly as the effective ion diameter decreased. This was particularly true for small pore radius and large specific surface area A sp . It can be explained by the fact that as the effective ion diameter decreases, more ions can occupy the region near the electrode surface, thereby increasing the diffuse layer gravimetric capacitance. In fact, in the limiting case of a ¼ 0 nm, the capacitance increased to unrealistic values as predicted by the PB model. 17 Effect of electrolyte properties.-The electrolyte affects the performance of EDLCs not only through the effective ion diameter a and the applied potential w s but also through the value of the parameters e r (0) and b in Eq. 4. First, the effect of the zero field permittivity e r (0) was investigated by simulating EDLCs with electrolyte featuring field-dependent permittivity with various e r (0) while all other properties were those of TEMA-BF 4 in PC (Table I) . In all cases, a, c 1 , and / were assumed to be 0.7 nm, 1 mol/l, and 0.55, respectively. Figure 5 also indicates that the slope of the linear part of the curve increased as e r (0) increased from 40 to 80. This behavior can be explained by the fact that for a given pore size in the linear regime, a larger value of e r (0) and thus e r (E) resulted in a larger value of Q, as suggested by Eq. 6. Consequently, the critical value of specific surface area beyond which the capacitance reached a maximum decreases slightly with increasing e r (0).
Moreover, Figure 6a plots the diffuse layer gravimetric capacitance C Predicting experimental data.-Wang et al. 47 measured capacitances for EDLCs made from different samples of commercially available activated carbon covering a wide range of microporous and mesoporous morphology and surface area. They used TEMA-BF 4 in PC as the electrolyte with concentration c 1 ¼ 1 mol/l. Electrodes were prepared by mixing activated carbon powder with carbon black and a PTFE binder in an 80:10:10 mass ratio. The capacitance was determined using a two-electrode cell and the chargedischarge tests were carried out for a potential range between 0.1 and 2.7 V. The specific surface area ranged from approximately 550 m 2 /g to about 2,050 m 2 /g. Unfortunately, the electrode porosity was not reported.
Numerical simulations were performed for porosity of / ¼ 0:55 and the morphology described in Fig. 1 while the pore radius varied from 0.5 to 10 nm as previously discussed. The effective ion diameter for the TEMA-BF 4 in PC electrolyte was assumed to be 0.7 nm for bulk concentration c 1 ¼ 1 mol/l. As previously discussed, this corresponds to the ion diameter of non-solvated TEMA þ (Refs. 39, 47, and 60) and TEA þ . 63 The numerical simulations considered the field-dependent permittivity of the electrolyte. The Stern layer specific area capacitance C St s was assumed to be constant and considered in series with the diffuse layer specific area capacitance C D g to achieve better agreement with the experimental data, as performed in the literature. 18 Here, C St s was taken as C St s ¼ 10 F=cm 2 . Note that this was the only parameter adjusted to achieve good agreement between numerical simulations and experimental data. Figure 7 compares the predicted total gravimetric capacitance C g as a function of specific surface area A sp with experimental results. 47 Overall, the numerical simulations predicted similar trends and values for total gravimetric capacitance as those observed experimentally. 47 Barbieri et al. 21 also conducted experiments with EDLCs prepared using various commercially available carbon black samples as well as wood-based samples. The authors used non-aqueous TEA- (Table I) . BF 4 in AN electrolyte at c 1 ¼ 1 mol/l. A three-electrode cell was used to determine the capacitance of a single electrode by cyclic voltammetry with a potential window of À1 to 1 V. The specific surface area ranged from about 130 to 1745 m 2 /g. Here also, the electrode porosity was not reported and therefore the numerical simulations were performed for porosity of / ¼ 0:55 and assuming fielddependent permittivity e r (E). The effective ion diameter for the TEA-BF 4 in AN electrolyte was assumed to be 0.69 nm as previously discussed. Here also, C Figure 8 shows the predicted total gravimetric capacitance C g as a function of the specific surface area A sp with that obtained experimentally. 47 Here also, the numerical simulations predicted similar trends and values of C g as those obtained experimentally for the range of A sp considered. These results are satisfactory considering that the numerical simulations were performed for an idealized geometry ( Fig. 1) and experimental data cover a wide range of porosity and pore size. They demonstrate that it is possible to predict the experimentally measured gravimetric capacitance of a wide range of electrode morphologies with a limited number of adjusted parameter, namely C St s .
Conclusion
This study numerically solved the modified Poisson-Boltzmann model in EDLCs with mesoporous electrodes using the finite element method. Three-dimensional models were used to simulate EDLCs with mesoporous electrodes consisting of cylindrical pores. Parametric studies were performed to systematically investigate the effects of (i) pore radius, (ii) electrolyte field-dependent permittivity, (iii) porosity, (iv) effective ion diameter, and (v) electrolyte properties on the diffuse layer gravimetric capacitance of EDLCs. They established that reducing the ion effective diameter and the pore radius resulted in the strongest increase in diffuse layer gravimetric capacitance. However, the simulations showed that reducing the pore radius below a critical value did not give additional gains. They also stressed the need for reliable estimates of the effective ion size of the electrolyte to be used in the MPB model. In addition, increasing the electrode porosity significantly increased the diffuse layer gravimetric capacitance, particularly for smaller pore radius. To a lesser extent, accounting for the field-dependent permittivity, by using the Booth model for example, was found to reduce the predicted diffuse layer gravimetric capacitance. Then, a combination of small value of parameter b ( 30 nm/V) and large e r 0 ð Þ (!70) resulted in increased diffuse layer gravimetric capacitance. Finally, accounting for the contribution of the Stern layer to the total capacitance was essential in predicting experimental data for a wide range of electrode morphologies. Using the same constant Stern layer specific area capacitance of C St s ¼ 10 F=cm 2 in series with the diffuse layer capacitance gave good agreement with experimental data for both TEMA-BF 4 in PC 47 and TEA-BF 4 in AN. 21 The present approach could reduce the amount of extensive experimental testing required and guide the designers in increasing the performance of EDLCs. 
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